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CNChardened gear finishing,
the cost-eHicie: Ittechnol_ gy
'CINC CIBN form 'in'ishilngl
CNC form finlshinq using rep'lateab'le, single-
I'ayeredlCBN form whee'ls is rapidly 'gaining
wide acceptance for mass production hard
'gear finishing. Specially designed CNC form
gl1indersmanutacnneo by Kapp and Pfauterl
!Ka,pp make tlhis process more productl.ve than
either threaded wheel continuous generatingl
grindingl, or conventionall generating grinding. It
removes large envelopes of stock and, since it
is free' cutting:, csuses no burning. This prooess
also, leaves significantly lower residual stresses
than vitrified 'grinding ..Kapp and Pfauter/Kapp
CNC OBN form finishing machines operate on
the creep feed, deep gliinding principle' ..They
are designed for internal and external spur and
helical gears, splines and non-:involute shapes.
Kapp and Pfauter/Kapp machines cover the
oomplete range of gear sizes up to 4000 mm.

(INC carbide finislhingl
ONCfinishing of hardened gears using carbide
tools is no longer a research project. The
process is being applied to the production of
automotive transmission gears of outstanding
quality, with noise and load performance
rivaling ground gears ... a'llat a lower cost-per-
piece, The key to achieving these remarkable
results is an equally remarkable eNC gear

finishing machine. The Pfauter PF 1150is a
4-axis eNG oontrolled machine specifically
designed: for high producfion. litoperates on the
crossed axis iprinciple to remove metal from the
flanks of hardened teeth using, a carbide, face
sharpened: cutter that moves in a shear action,
progressive cut at extremely high speed.
GNCcarbide finishing offers several distinct
advantages. It not only corrects heat treat
distortions and provides resharpenlnq oH'he
carbide tool on the machine, litalso allows
higher green gear producti.vity due to a larqer
stock envelo,pe in precutting.

Ihe' "Un ~pedrum ,of
gear tech,nology
GNG hardened ,gear finishing is only one facet
of our capability ..The American Pfauter famiry
of companies offers the complete range of
modern eNC gear production technology, from
indMdual1hobbing, grinding, rneasurlnq and
finishing machines. .,to customized flexible
gear manufacturing systems for large or small
I'otsizes. For additional information, contact
American Pfauter Ud., '925 East Estes
.Avenue, IElkGrove Village, 1:L'60007.
Phone (312) 640-7500.

8uilding'Amerim -Productivit,

CIRCLE A.-ION REA!OER REPLYCA'RO
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(OVER

The cover sketch is a mechanism for grinding
an Internal cylindrical bore - a gnnding and
lapping device. The sketch shows a rough
cylinder clamped by two hollow vise Jaws.
These are held firm by adJusting wing nuts. The
reamer extends partially into the bore. To hold
the polishing or lapping compound. grooves are
cut into the outer surface of the reamer. The
reamer rises through an mqernous mechanism
consisting of a spur gear. having an internal
thread of high pitch A bolt is fit Into the thread
and has a matChing outer pitch and a rec-
rangular Inner bore. The gear is confined by two
honzonral plates. In trns way. it can revolve. but
It can not move vertICally, As the gear turns.
the threaded bolt moves up and down. The
horizontal gear IS engaged by a semiCircle of
gear teeth on the circular plate. There IS a spnng
rod at the extreme left of the sketch. From rtus
rod a string passes through the stud and Winds
011[0 a collar extenomg above the gear. At thIS
point, the cylinder bore IS ready to lapped. As
the large diSCturns. the teeth engage the gear.
The revoamon causes the bolt to enter the bore.
After a half-revolution. the gear becomes
disengaged. The spnng rakes over and the string
unwinds. This causes !he gear motion to reverse
and the bolt raises. Then the cycle IS repeated.
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NOW you can assure hob Quality
befOre cutting your first gear

Bad hobs cut bad gears. That's a tact. But with
our new Hob CheckThl' 2000 software system, you can
assure hob quality before manufacturing bad 'gears.

The Hob Check™ 2000 is turnkey software which
works in conjunction with our ac 2000-4 gear iinspec-
tion system. It directs completion of hob testing pro-
cedures, and, test results can be stored, then analyzed
through software procedures. Computer analysis of
test results to different standards (such as US and
European) makes this system cost effective and flexible.

The Hob CheckThl2000 can provide hob and gear
manufacturers quaHty control using plant-tested,
operational hardware.

• Tools can be qualified as accurate
before release' for use

• Troubleshooting becomes efficient
• Reason for rejection can be identified
• Software cost is a fraction of that

of a dedicated hob checker

For Hob Check™ 2000 specifications and our
Model 2000-4 ac System brochure loaded withinforma-
tion and applications on true universal ,gear inspection,
write or call M & M Precision Systems, 300 Progress
Road, West Carrollton, Ohio 45449,513/859-8273.
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Three things have happened in
the last few weeks, that lead me to
believe the worst is over - not
that great times are ahead, but that
things will get better.

The strength of the dollar has
probably been the single most
important reason that our industrres
are simultaneously facing an
onslaught of imported goods and
finding themselves unable to export.
On September 22. the finance min-
isters of the five leading industrial
nations agreed to a plan to lower
the value of the dollar. This is the
first "official" action along these
lines.

Photo by Jennifer Short

The next day, President Reagan,
who is as staunch a "free-trader" as can be found, advocated a "fair-trade" program. For
the first time, the President has turned his attention to the plight of manufacturers and
farmers, if only to hold off the multitude of protections bills working their way through
Congress.

Several weeks ago, an economist at the Federal Reserve requested data from the
Machinery Dealers National Association lof which I am an Executive Committee member)
to help determine the rates of deterioration and obsolescence of machine tools. This
government agency is obviously concerned about the declining efficiency of old equipment
and the increased productivity of technological improvements, a more hopeful approach
than that of the Treasury or the Administration who play with the Investment Tax Credit
and depreciation periods for political or budget balancing purposes.

Why are these 3 events important? Because it indicates that various branches of our
government will no longer treat the problems facing Amencan industry with neglect. As
the dollar slowly drops, the President takes a more assertive stance on trade, and the
government starts to research ways to make America's industry more competitive, things
will stop getting worse. When the effect of these and other changes take hold, I think
most everyone will agree, that things will begin to get better.

November/,December 19,85 .5
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"INDUSTRYFORUM" provides an
opportunity for readen to discuss
problems and questions facing
our Industry.

Please address your questions
and answers to: INDUSTRY
DISCUSSION, GEAR TECHNO-
LOGY,P.O. Box 1426, Elk Grove
Village. IL 60007.

Letten submitted to this col-
umn become the property of
GEAR TECHNOLOGY•.Names will
be withheld upon request:
however, no anonymous letters
will be published. Opinions ex-
pressed by contributors are not
necessarily those of the editor or
publishing staff.

Announ,cing IBa'lze s Tool Coating Inc."
a N,ew Coat-'·In- ·S--e·-"c-efor M'a'kers. and- use'. s__ _ _ t_g rvl· _ _ ___ _ '

lof Cutting Tools, Fo.rming Tools and Wea "Parts.,
Now you icanllhave your own Titanium Nitride Coating Depanment by

slm,p'ly phon'ing 1-800-435 ..5010 - in N.Y. Stale ,(716)694-60'12

WHAT IDOES BAlZERS TOOl. COATING :D01
We apply Titanium Nitride coating using' the
PhySical Vapor DepQSition Process (PVC', the
so-called "Low Tempera!u re Process") 10 new and
resharpened tools and to metal wear parts. First
we provide you wilh information on Ilowto
prepare your tools before' coating, so you obtain
mwcimum benefits from IheTi\anium Nitride. TMn
in our coaling, facilities, built with "clean room"
conditions, we' use special tool processing pro-
cadureete ensure the coating Is applied with a
high adhesion level time after time after tlme,

HOW lONG, DOES IT TAKE TO GET
TOOLS COAT,ED?
U. starts as soon as you make a phone call. Turn
around time is normally one week. Ten regional
sales oUices across the country will give youraal
assistance on your specificElJ)plication ,problems,

HOW !MUCH DOESI,T COST?
Not as much as you maylhlnkl Surprisingly many
small tools can be coated for less than a dollar
each. We have pricing, schedules tor coating new
or resharpened toolstnat are cost ,effective. Phone'
uSand we'lll quote most prices immediately.

HOW DO YOU GET STARTED?
Pick. up your phone and! dial H!OO-435-5010. Weal
resistant coatings are revolutionizing the rnetat-
workingindustr)t. Tool life extendoolrom 3 to 8
limes that of uncoated tools, reduced machine
down time and belter work piece Ii nlshes are Ihe
reasons. II you make or use milling' cutters, end
mills, drills,taps andthreadlnq tools, piercing. and
forming punches, reamers, hobs, trim and draw
dies,shaper cutters, knives and blades. dovetail
form too'ls, and wear parts, her·e·Sthe wa.y to be
pari of the future.

IBALZERS
TOO,LCOATING INC.

1 Niagara Cutter F'll!Zi, North Tonawanda, NY 14120-0108 Hl(XI·"'35--5010 NY Siale 716-694-6012

CIRCLE A-SON REAOERREPlV CARD

6 Gear technology

Dear Editor:

One of the current re-
search activities here at
California State University at
Fullerton is systematization of
existing knowledge of design
of planetary gear [rains.
Efforts are made to avail the
designers with useful com-
puterized approaches which
would aid assessmentsof ex-
isting or proposed planetary
gear transmissions. Simul-
taneously, we are also ex-
amining the historical devel-
opment of the planetary gear
trains and their utilization in
various industries.

Since the information on
this subject appears rather
scarce,any help and direaion
would be truly appreciated
and gratefully acknowledged.

Patrick Safarian
California State University

Editor's Note: While we were
able to provide Mr. Sststten
with a few sources of infor-
mation, we felt our reader's
might have additkJnalsources
to offer. Pleasetespcra to the
magazine and we witt for-
ward the information to Mr.
Safarian.
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Are you missing out? If there are back issues that
you would like to receive, there are limited back
issues available at a cost oj $7.00 per issues in the
USA, $15.00 per issue outside oj the USA. Below is
listed a completeind.ex Jor all issues. (Foreign pay-
ments must be in USfunds, drawn on a U.S...Bank)
Checks must accompany requests..
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Summary
On gear drives running with pitch line velocities below 0.5

mls so called slow speed wear is often observed. To solve
some problem», extensive laboratory test work was started
10 years ago . .A total of eire. 300,000 h running time on FZG
back-to-back test rigs have been run in this speed range. The
test results showed a correlation between calculated EHL film
thickness and a wear coefficient. Based on these experimen-
ta! results and some wear data of different size industrial gear
drives, a method for calculating slow speed wear was derived
and is presented in this paper.

To calculate the service life of slow speed gears, the limits
of wear for different modes of failure are discussed. Design
guides to increase slow speed wear load capacity are
presented.

Introduction
As an example, Fig. 1 shows the limits of the load capac-

ity of case hardened gears to resist pitting, scoring (with and
without EP-additives) and breakage. At pitch line velocities
below 0'.5 mis, the oil film may become so thin that it is
disrupted by asperities or approaches a condition in which
boundary lubrication occurs. Slow speed wear results, and
probably limits the service life. Gears working in this speed
range can be found in open running gear drives of tube mills,
in final gearings of infinite variable drives, antenna drives
and, as a very new application, in gear drive mechanisms
of solar energy reflectors (Heliostats), Slow speed wear can
cause gear failure according to change in involute geometry
or breakage of the worn off tooth.

Early observations of this kind of Failure are described in
19th century papers.(1)Attempts to relate this failure to load
- lubrication conditions were made during the last twenty
years,

From industrial. gear case studies, Dudley(2) derived an ap-
proximate film thickness at the pitch line below 0.2 /Lm as
an inadequate oil film with probable wear. He found that
slow speed gears with thin lubricants may wear as much as
114 in. in 10 million cycles of operation,

Experimental. studies of Landen, (3) using a roller test
machine, showed relations between wear rate and calculated

AUTHORS:

PROF, DR.-ING, HANS !NJNTER has studied as an associate of
Prof. Dr.-Ing.h.c. Gustav Niemann, He received his Doctoral degree
at the Technical University of Munich. In 1956, he began his work
in the German gearind:ustry: Zahnradfabrik. Friedn'chshafen (Calcula-
.tion, research, manufacturing). Demag. Duisburg (Research, develop-
ment. design, selling). Since 1969 he has been the head of the
.Labora!ory of Gear Research and Gear Design (FZG) at the Technical
University of Munich.

DR.-ING. HAN5-JUERGEN PLEV<lEhas studied as an associate
of Prof. Dr.-lng. H.Winter; He received his Doctoml degree at the
Technical University of Munich. In 1980, he began his work with
MAN Munich as development engineer.
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Fig. 1-Failure limits of a casehardened gear pair. (example)

oil film thickness. At specific conditions, he produced rip-
pled surfaces on the rollers and gave some explanations for
this phenomenon.

By application of EHL Oil Film Theory to Industrial Gear
DrivesWellauer and Holloway'" found that gear tooth sur-
face distress is related to the specific film thickness >... Here
A is the ratio of calculated oil film thickness to the magnitude
of the composite surface texture. As another observation they
divert:

When A is Jess than 0..7 boundary lubrication prevails and
lubricant, surface physical and chemical. interactions, loads
and temperatures are said to have a strong eHect on distress
modes and rates. To predict wear performance, the
authorsl41 published a wear formula which is based on a
relationship between a wear coefficient k and 'thespecific film
thickness A, see also Seireg. (5)

Experimental
It was the main object of the experiments, to evaluate

transferable wearcoefficients from steady state region of slow
speed wear. Therefore, long time tests (normally more than
500 h) were run on the FZG - gear rig test machine. (F-ordata
of the gears see Table 1).

The range of the pitch line velocities investigated was from
v = 0.007 up to v = 1 m/ s. To find correlations of gear
failur·eand experience at higher velocities, tests at v = 2.76
mis were also performed. The gears were lubricated by an
oil jet with about II/min into the tooth contact. Special tests
(for example with grease) were run with splash lubrication .
After a first running, in periods of 10,000 revolutions of the
pinion and later every 150 h running time, the gears were
dismounted and the weight loss was determined by iii balance
(accuracy ± 1mg). The change of the involute geometry was
measured with an involute gear test machine.

To solve the complex tribologic problem the fanowing fac-
tors of influence were investigated.

November/December 1985 '9



• Influence of the pitch line velocity on quantitative wear
behavior for two material combinations (case-
hardened/casehardened and through hardened/through
hardened) with three mineral lubricants of different
viscosity. (Table 2 and 3)

• Influence of the kind of lubricant (mineral, synthetic,
grease, .. ) and material combination for a critical pitch
line velocity which results in a relatively large amount
of wear within a time period.

• For two material combinations and some lubricants, we
investigated the influence of

load
surface finishing
profile correction and
tooth geometry and module

Influence of Pitch line Velocity on Weight loss
Fig. 2 shows the weight loss of the gears (pinion + gear)

for 3 mineral oils of different viscosity. The upper graph
shows the cumulative wear of the gears after a transmitted
power of 50 kWh. For decreasing speed, the lubrication
regime goes bad and the cumulative amount of wear in-
creases. Increasing viscosity results in. decreasing the amount
of wear.

The cumulative wear after 150 11 running time is
demonstated in the lower graph. For each viscosity, a speed
with maximum wear exists. This speed we call " critical speed"
because this speed will give the minimum working life. As
a result of the decreasing number of rotations, further decreas-
ing speed leads to less weight loss. This behavior is impor-
tant for designing a slow speed gear fora defined working
service.

In_fl.uenceof lubricant - Viscosity
Fig. 3 shows typical curves of cumulative wear as a func-

Fig•.2- Wear for constant transmitted power (above) and constant running
time (below) dependent on the pitch line velocity for oils of different viscosity.

ii•••
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Table 1: Data of test gears

tooth form Cll) range of test data
I

I center distance 91.5 m.m constant
gear ratio z/z·z 16124 32148 , .. HilS
module 4,5 mm 2,25 , .. 6 mm ,

,

addendum modification Xr""X2=O, 18]
I

Xl ee +0,86; )(2"" -0,5 I

active facewidth 20 mm 14 . .. 30 m.m I

working pressure angle ZOo constant
I

wear-relevant specific 0,74 0,46 ' , .. 0,79 I

sliding fw I

,

surface finishing ground CLA<0.5j1m hob bed CLA<Z,um
shaved CLA<O.5pm I

(x) Mainly used for the tests

Table 2: Data of material and heat treatment

15 CrNi 6 E lease carburized
16 MnCr 5
20 MnCr 5 I hardness: 700-750 HV 10

i

42 CrMo 4 flame hardened
I

!
hardness: 650..700 HV 10

I

through hardened I42 CrMa 4i
GS 42 CrMo 4 hardness: 300-330 HB I

I

nitrided I
,

(gas) hardness:
,

31 CrMo V9 650·750 HV 10
Ck 45 (tufftrided) hardness: 350 HV 2

42 erMo 4 bonded
i . hardness eire, 1700 HV 0,015

I spharoidal graphite iron

IGGG-70
I .. . .. -_.

Ipearlitic 280-290 HB
GGG-90 austenitic-bainitic, 360-375 HB

Table 3: Data of lubricants (oU sump temperature 60°)

,

Fluids: Straight. kinematic viscosity'
mineral oils I J.' 40 in mm2/ s

dyn, viscosity
1/60 in mP.as

1,3
7,1

11,9
33,0

135,5

Diesel fuel 2,5
FVA-l 16,7
FVA-2 30

'FVA-3 98,S
FVA4 500

107

! Synthetic fluids:
PIV - Varifluid
Santotrac 70
BP - Energol GRS .

450 EP I

28
90

11
38

235

Flow grease:
I Diff·erent base oil viscosities: /140=68, 120 and 340 mm.2/s
I NLGI 00, Na - soap.



Fig. 3 - Slow speed wear. Influence of mineral oil viscocity,

tion of the running time for constant pitch line velocity,
lubrication with mineral oils of increasing viscosity (for
decreasing temperature as well as for increasing base oil
viscosity) results in decreasing the weight loss of the gears.
Tests with very thin oils (Diesel Fuel, FVA 1) at very slow
speeds showed fretting corrosion due to changings of the wear
mechanisms.

It can be seen that qualitatively there is the same influence
of the two parameters pitch line velocity and oil viscosity
on the weight loss. A quantitative analysis shows nearly the
same amounts, of wear fora constant result of speed and
working viscosity. This also corresponds to a constant
calculated EHL-film thickness ace. Dowson:(6)

hmin = 2.65 • (0: • E')O.54 •

~o • v '. sin r):~0.7 .I~ • T ,. 109 J-0.13

\ E' • (2. 7 \ db • b • E' • eJ (1)

Although there-are some further important factors in gear
tooth surface performance (surface texture, coefficient of fric-
tion), we found only the film thickness asa constant
characteristic quantity to calculate slow speed wear.
Moreover, we tested the effectiveness of EP-additives to
reduce wear. The results were divergent, it. seems that no
general diction is possible. For example, 4% of a phosphor
- sulfur - EP - package in FVA - :; oil showed increas-
ing wear rates. Additional tests were performed with grease
lubrication. The wear behavior cannot be described only by
the base oil viscosity. For slow speeds, the additional soap
grid results in an increase of "effective viscosity" or decreas-
ing wear rates. (7J

Influence of Load for Different Material's
For the most usual materials in gear practice, casehardened

and through hardened gears, the influence of load was tested,
applying 2 mineral oils of different viscosity at their critical
speeds ..Fig. 4 shows the results for different test parameters.
The left side graph shows the eHect of load - variation for
lubrication with a mineral oil of low viscosity at a speed of
v - 0.05 m/s, Up to mean loads of kc = 15 N/mm2, both
materials show about equal amounts of wear. Therefore, at
low Hertzian pressures there is no real advantage in wear
reduction for casehardened gears in relation to through
hardened gears of 42 erMo 4 steel.

Application of lubricants of higher viscosity at the critical.
speed of v - 0.015 mls results in much smalleramounts of
wear (right side graph). Here, at all loads, it is 'an adva.ntage
in wear reduction to take casehardened gears instead of
through hardened gears. Under such conditions, casehard-
ened gears are superior (in wear load capacity) compared to
through hardened gears.

Ef.fect of Surface Finish
A common way to evaluate the danger of wear failure is

to compare the 'calculated film thickness with <II characteristic
roughness height. As indicated in the introduction, experts
use different methods for choosing an appropriate roughness
height measure.

Fig. 4·-lnfluence of load on slow speed wear for two gear materials and lubricants.

- N = 3'6000 LW(150"1
--- N =117000 LW(578 hi
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To investigate these surface effects, gears of different sur-
face finish were run. After a minimum running time of circ.
500 h, hardly any difference in wear behavior was observed
between hobbed and ground through hardened gears. The
worn in surface texture was dependent on the working
conditions.

Therefore, we decided not to consider the surface condi-
tions of manufacturing as an important influence factor for
a coefficient of wear.

Change of Tooth Pr·orue According to Slow Speed Wear
Slow speed wear alters the involute tooth profile.

Therefore, we decided to take the weight loss to measure the
amount of wear in a test run. The alteration of tooth profile
is dependent on the amount of wear and the material-
hardness =combination of the gear pair.

Fig. S shows the measured profile form along the path of
contact for diHerent amounts of wear. The upper line
demonstrates the alterations for casehardened pinions and
gears having the same hardness. In the beginning of the wear
process, most of the tooth form alteration occurs near the
starting point of contact of the driving pinion, and near the
end point of contact of the driven gear. Afber the tooth pro-
file has arrived at an AGMA accuracy grade of about 5, fur-
ther slow speed wear proceeds nearly equidistantly to this
tooth profile. (8)

The lower line of Fig. 5 shows the alteration of a tooth
profile in the case of a large difference between the surface
hardness of the pinion and gear. The figures demonstrate that
wear mainly occurs on the through hardened gear with lower
surface hardness.

Wear Calculation Procedures
A method to calculate the slow speed wear of gears was

published by WeUauer/Holloway.(4) They based their

< 400mg > 800mg< IOOmgamount of wear

2 driVing
><71 pinion
J:

"c
~ driven

>t:>. gear
J:

100 (15. (. I 400 150.15) 800 [60.70)

IE~AE~AEWA

100 (10.4) 400 (40.10 I S00150.601
1; C, C ( C
.. driVing A oE A=---E!~

~~ pinion I I
(1SCrHi 6E] 4 (1. a I 40 I 6.3] 100 (12.6 I

1\

~ ~~i:~n E~AjIE~AIE~A

~t:>. (42 CrMo4vII 100 (S. 41 400 [30.10) ! 800 (40.30)

Worn tooth profile
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E • End pOint of meshing

examp.ey. -4k '00 ~ lOOmg Wear
Sf • 15,um IRoot J

100115.41 11<. 4,um I Tip

Fig. 5-Alteration of tooth profile along the path of contact for different
amounts of wear and two material combinations (casehardened/casehard-
ened and casehardened/through hardened gears).
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Fig.6 - Calculation of wear according to Wellauer / Holloway 141 and Seireg
lSI (The medium line was added by the authors).

calculation method 01\ a very common wear equation:

(2)

Where K is the coefficient of wear, 1 the sliding distance and
Aa the real Hertziaa contact area.

Fig. 6 shows the wear equation according to
Wellauer I Holloway and Seireg.{SI They published this gear
wear formula for the region A< 0.7. The dependence of the
wear coefficient k from the specific film thickness" is based
on a theoretical. model of Seireg. To compare these results
with the test-results reported here, the medium line in Fig.
6 was added by the authors.

Evaluation of the Wear Coefficient
Equation 1 describes a linear wea.r process. Examples of

typical experimenta1 slow speed wear curves are given in Fi.g.
2. The linear running in wear, is followed by the regime of
steady state wear. The wear coefficient describes the wear
behavior in the steady state regime. The test showed that the
running in process lasts, approximately, up to 500 h running
time, independent of the working conditions.

Fig. 7 demonstrates the way we evaluated the wear coeffi-
cient from experimental wear curves. The left graph shows
wear curves at three different working conditions ..They repre-
sent the influence of the film thickness.

By searching for the best fitting approximation formula,
we found an exponential equation of the form:

Wm = a'· Nb' (3)

where N is the total number of tooth contacts. The coeffi-
dent a' and the exponent b' are dependent on the material
and working conditions. Linear regression of the test results
and equation (3) showed correlation factors ~ 0.98.

As wear coefficient. we defined the gradient of the best
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Fig. 7 - Evaluation of wear coefficient cm from wear curve. (Example for tooth form C according table 1).

fitting exponential equation at 500 h running time.
The right graph in fig. 7 demonstrates this mass - wear
coefficient em over the EHl-film thickness.

dWm/dN
em = b

where b is the active facewidth,
Tooth Form alterations and wear failure modes are best

described by linear amounts of wear. The mean coefficient
of linear wear C1 can be derived from. the measured coeffi-
cient of mass wear em' In Fig. 8, this linear wear coefficient
of the test gears Clf is,plotted! against the EHL minimum film
thickness. Moreover. the influence of different material, com-
binations, loads and lubrication conditions is shown.

Proposed Wear Calculation Method

Sliding Distance and lnRuence of Size.
Several different wear formulae have been published by

now. One common characteristic of all these methods is the
use of the sl:iding distance to calculate the amount of wear.

fig. '9 demonstrates how to calculate the sliding distance
for disc and gear contacts. At thetwo-dlsc-contact, the sliding
distance for one point on a disc is given by the 'contact time
in the contact area and the sliding speed. (For example for
point 1on disc 1):

Ipl = 2 .• ~ • (Vl
vl

Herein {Vl - V2)/vl is the (constant) slip related to disc
1. The Hertzian contact length 2, .~ is also constant for the
whole circumference.

Looking at the tooth contact, there are variable slip and
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Fig. 8 - Linear wear coefficient en of !he lest gears depending on th EHl
film thickness for different material combinations and lubrication conditions.
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contact conditions ..As an equivalent to, the slip, there is the
variable specific sliding r along the line of action. Because
of thealteration of the contact-radius, there is also a small
variation of the Hertziancontact length.

As described in Fig. 5, only during the running in process
is the alteration of tooth profile nearly corresponding to the
slope of the specific sliding. During a steady state proC1?SS,
however, no additional alteration ·of the tooth profile is
observed. Therefore, from tests with gears of different
module, profile correction and gear ratio, we derived a wear
relevant specific sliding, which considers the sliding condi-
tions in the dedendum and addendum path of contact accor-
ding to equation 6:

I- :::...{_E1_"..::,e.!...l-,+,-" ...:.5.::..A-=Z,-·_e:.=2~w = -
el + e2

(6)

The relations for internal and external gears are shown in
Fig. 10. As a representative Hertzian contact length, we deter-
mined tne values at the pitch point (2bHd. Rdating to the
test gears {Index T), the following relationship for gears of
different size at the same pressure can be given:

(7)

This relation represents a tribological size effect, To check
this innuence by experiment with large test gears would be

too 'expensive. Considering information about slow speed
wear behavior of IargeindustriaJ gears, at somewhat different
working conditions, showed results which are in good agree-
ment with equation 7.

Qua:ntit,ati.ve Load Influence
Some experimental results of load influence were shown

in Fig. 4. Considering more tests with different material. com-
binations, we found the following relationship:

(8)

When exceeding the endurance limit for Hertzian stress, the
exponent in equation 8 seems to increase.

Rule .fo·, Calculation 01 Slow Speed Wear for Mineral.
on or Flow Grease Wi,thout EP Additives ..

1. To. evaluate the da_nger of slow speed wear distress, one
first calculates the EHL~fi[m thickness according to equa-
tion 9..

hmin = 2.6S • (0: • E,)O.M •

(
",0 • v • sin 0:......V·7 '1(2 '. T • 109 )..-0.13

E' • Qc J db .' b· E'• (leI
(9)
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Fig. 9-Calculation of sliding distance for disc-contact and tooth contact.

NonnaUy onl,y the oil jet or sump temperature is to be
considered for viscosity because only small friction heating
occurs at sl.ow speeds.

Danger of distress must be expected in hm;n ~ 0.4 ~m
for gearings with large hardness differences (for example
casehardened mating with through hardened gears) ..In the
case of the pinion and the gear having 'the same surface
hardness, the critical figure is in the order of O.OS ~m.

2. Determination of wear coefficient ,cIT
If no experience from actual gears is available, Fig. 5

can be used Ito evaluate a wear coefficient ,CIT, whi.ch
depends on the calculated EHL-film thickness. This refers
to mineral oils without EP-Additives.

For flow grease lubrication, the viscosity of the base oil
at working temperature can be taken for a first approach.

3. Calculation of the linear amount of wear We:

We = 'Crr '. (1PH_\1.4 : (.Qc ). trw)· . N
'hIT} Qcr \fWT

(10)

Herein 'hIT, ecrand rlNTa:re the test. gear data en which
CIT is based.

4. Calculated life according wear failure:

(11)

Guides to estimate the allowable amount of linear wear
W1 ZlJl can be taken from Fig. 11.
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\ I-
- I -\- -
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-
:Fig.10- Wear relevant specific sliding rw.

Modes of failure andallowable amountsof linear wear:
Fig. 11 shews the failure teothprofile forms and the

allowable depth of wear fer different teeth geometry and heat
treatment.

1. Worn out tooth flanks:

For precision gears, the profile form. error, resulting from
wear, causes reduced accuracy in torsional transmission.
Consequently, increased dynamic loads must be expected
at high speeds in the case of gears running at diff,erient
speeds.

2. Wear of surface hardness layer:

If the surface hardness layer is worn-out, dange.r of pit-
ting and plastic deformationincreases.
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Hg, 11- Wear failure modes and allowable linear amount of wear. (SF' SFW
= safety factors; new. worn out).

3. Minimum tooth thickness at the tip cylinder:

A figure of Sa = 0.1 m, perhaps can be taken as a limit.

4. Reduction of the safety factor for tooth root stress:

The factor 0..85 (instead of 1.0) was found from the test
results of the authors.

S. Wear part ides in the lubricant:

Abrasive particles in the lubricant result in Increasing rates
of wear .. So, only a. 'certain percentage is acceptable.

Conclusions
Extensive long time tests on FZG back to back test rigs in

the speed range below 1m Is showed the influence of the main
parameters on slow speed wear.

For straight mineral oils the influence of pitch line veloci-
ty and viscosity at working conditions can be described by
the I3HL-film thickness. We found the film thickness as a
parameter to evaluate the danger of wear distress. It can also
be used to determine a wear coefficient to calculate the
amount of wear. A danger of weardistress is given at film
thicknesses below 0.05 j.Lm.The material combination case-
hardened/through hardened gears showed critical wear con-
ditions for a film thickness up to 0.4 p.m.

Tests with djfferent additives in the mineral oil showed
divergent results, Their effect cannot generally be predicted ..
A calculation based on the EHL·fi]m thickness is not possi-
ble. The test with grease lubricated gears showed that the ad-
ditional soap grid results in an Increase of "effective viscosity"
or decreasing wear rates. (7)

Increasing loads below the endurance limit tor Hertzian
stress results in degressive increase of wear. Loads above this
limit can also result in pitting.

Calculation Example
Planetary gears are often used in high loaded, slow speed

16, Gear Technology

drives. The typical material combination (casehardened
planetary gears! through hardened or normalized internal
gear) of planetary gears gives a high probability of slow speed
wear failure. As an example, the danger of wear failure and
the expected life due to wear in a planetary gear drive is
calculated by the described method.

Description of the Gear:
The power of the driving SWl pinion (casehardened) is bran-

ched into three planetary gears (casehardened) which are in
con tad with the fixed internal gear <through hardened).

Gear Data:
Number of teeth

Sun pinion

Planet gear

Internalgear

Transmittedpower

module=6mm (eire, 4 DP)zs"'17

zp-49

z!"'U5

72 kW,

pressure angle ~=~\\l=20°

active facewidth=60 mm

driving speed ns=l00min.-1

Lubricant: Mineral oil. without !EP additives, viscosity at
working temperature = 33 m Pa s, pressure-viscosity coef-
ficient o! = 17.6 10-9 m2/N.

HARRIS METALS, Inc.
4210 DOUGLAS AVENUE

RACINE, VVISCONSIN S340i
414--639'-2282
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Nomenclature

,3 mm
b mm

bri mm
C1 mm/U
,em mg/mmU
da mm
db mm
dw mm
e m:m
hmin rom
kc N/mm2
I mm
m mm
ms kg
n min "!

Pc N/mm2

SFn rnm

v mls
X

z
A mm2

E N/m2

center distance
active facewidth
half oJ Hertzian contact length
coefficient of linear-wear
coefficient of mass-wear
tip diameter
base diameter
pitch diameter
length of addendum path of contact
minimum film thickness (ace EHL)
stressace. Stribeck at pitch point
sliding distance
module
total mass of lubricant
pinion speed
stress ace. Hertz at pitch point
tooth thickness in the critical section
at the tooth root
pitch line velocity
addendum modification coefficient
number of teeth
active tooth contact area
,effective elastic modulus

I' '1IHDgL'UND.
TIRI-OROINATE CORPORATION

I

·OUR CNC VUl:SION IS DRIVEN BY AN IBM PC
EQUIVALENT COMPUTER

I *NO PROGR_AMMIING IS REQUIRED
'I·MENU fORMAT DEV~lOPS GEAR GEOMETRY &

CORRiECTSINVOLUTE

LhW h
N
SF
SFW
T Nm
WI mm
W mgm

a m2/N

working life ace. wear
number of mesh cycles.
safety factor for tooth root stress
safety factor for tooth root stress
(of worn out gear)
torque
amount of linear-wear
amount of mass-wear
lubricant pressure - viscosity
coefficient
pressure angle
pressure angle at tip diameter
working pressure angle
specific sliding
wear-relevant specific sliding
transverse contact ratio
lubricant viscosity at amibient
conditions
density
relative radius of curvature at pitch
point
surface stress at the pitch point ace.
ISO

o

o

o

mPas

e
ec

mg/mm!
mrn

The index T characterises the actual working parameters at
test conditions.

CNC & CAM. CONTROLLIEU D'R!ES,sING SYSTEMS
fOR YOUR GLEASO!NG,EAIR GRIINO:EIRS

Cam Version
ModeliSS-01lGl

AOVATAGES:

11.Perfect Mends of roots & flanks
2. Better control of critical geometry
3. IReduced setup times
4. Same dresser for all pressure angles

SPECIAUSTS IN GEAR GRIND'ING TECHNOLOGIES
Gear grinding dressers - CBN formed gear grinding wheels

Spur & Helical gear grinder remanufacturi:ng.& CNC upgrading

HOGLUND lRI-OROINAH COIRP. 343 SNYOIER AVE. BERKELEY HTS. N.j.. 07922 (201) 464-0200 TWX 710-98'1-19&5
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From this data we derive the following results:

sun gear Iplant
planet I internal

gear

Rolling speed 0.465 mls

Surface stress
acc. Hertz 'PH

Relative radius of
curvature at pitch
point cc

0.465 m/s

1504 N/mm2

12.95 mm

581 N/mm2

87.5 mrn

Coefficient of 0.1 • 10-9mml
linear wear of test contact
gears (from Fig. 8)
CIT

EHL-minimum
film thickness hmin

Wear relevent
specific sliding rw

Rea] number of
mesh cycles Imin
(3 planets)

Linear wear after
1000 h of service
life WI

Allowable amount
of wear

Service life due
to wear LhW

ns=261.36 min"? Nr=38.64 min-1

0.053/-tm

0.762

0.004 mm

-1.2 mm
(case depth)

335000 h

0.12 ttm

3S • 10-9mml
contact

0.183

0.185 mm

-4 mm(1)
(minimum thick-

nness at tip
cylinder)

I

1

22 000 h

(1) Another allowable amount of wear should be considered:
The percentage of wear particles in the lubricant. For the
above example the mass wear of the internal gear results in
an amount of Wm "'" 120 g after 1000 h.
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SME'sannual "Gear Processingand Manufacturing" clinic
and tabletop exhibits will be held at The Dearborn Jnn
in Dearborn, Michigan November 19-21, 1985. Current
technologies in the gear industry will be covered. J.
Richard Newman, formerly of National Broach and
Machine Division of Lear Siegler, and Carl S, Eckberg of
Bourn & Koch Machine Tool Co .. are co-chairing this
three-day clinic. An evening of vendor tabletop exhibits
will accompany the daily technical presentations. For fur-
ther information on the clinic or the exhibits, contact
Dianne Leverton at SME, 313/271-1500, extension 394.

March 3-5 2nd World Conference on Gearing
Institute de l'Engrenage et des
Transmissions
Paris, France

The Paris Congress has brought together various groups
of technicians, practitioners, buyers, production, lubrica-
tion and control experts (150 speakers from all over the
world) to present the results of their research on gearing
techniques. To obtain further Information contact: Maurice
Allard, Director, Institute de I'Engrenage et des Transmis-
sions, 162 Boulevard Malesherbes, 75017, Paris, France.
Telephone: 43.80.04.09

March 17-19 Intemational Conference on Austempered
Ductile Iron. Ann Arbor. Michigan

For further information contact: Dale Breen, Gear
Research Institute, P.O. Box 353, Naperville, IL 60566,
Telephone: (312) 355-4200,
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_.,."!:::::::::::::::==- ......... -~The proper design or selection of gear cutting tools requires
thorough and detailed attention from the tool designer. In
addition to experience, intuition and practical knowledge, a
good understanding or profile calculations is very important.

The main purpose of this article is to acquaint readers with
a method of cutter profile calculations for both involute and
noninvolute forms, The formulas given below are applicable
to gear cutter racks, shaper cutters and hobs with thread
angles of less than 40

• By a slight rearrangement, they can
be used for finding the part profile when the cutter profile
is known.

General Equations

for Gear Cutting

Tool Calculations

by
I. Bass

Barber-Colman
Rockford, IL

Hasic Principles
The following is the basis Ior the development of the

general equations:
1. Fundamental law of gear teeth conjugated action.
2, Geometry of generating action.
3. Cutter rack or hob are considered as a shaper cutter with

infinite number of teeth,
According to the fundamental law mentioned above, a

tangent to a cutter profile at a given point is simultaneously
the tangent to the part profile at the moment when the genera-
tion of 'this point takes place. As a result (Fig, Ia), the point
A on the cutter profile will generate the corresponding point
on the part profile irrespectively of its form. Thus, any com-
plicated profile can be defined by a family of tangents or,
as a final step, by a set of points. Therefore, any profile can
be analyzed by applying the equations developed for one
point being taken separately.

From this standpoint, three coordinates, radius rA, angles
'PA and J1.A will provide us with the necessary information to
describe the position of point A (Fig. ib), The IlA locates the
tangent to the part profile at the current po.int. The genera]
expression for J.l.A is:

'tan J.I. = Jr

dip

Gear cutter profile equations

AUTHOR:

For 25 years, 11YA BASS has been involved in practical and
research work relating to manufacturing systems, and specifically to
cutting tools. He has authorized two books and I1Llmerous articles
on gear cutting tools, Currentlg, Bass is a p,.ogramrnerlSoftware
Engineer at Bourne & Koch Machjne Tool Co, in Rockford, Il: Prior
to this he was a Programmer Engineer wjth Barber-Colman,



The meshing of gear shaper cutter and part is shown on
Fig. 2. Axis Yp coincides with the axis of a part space:
whereas, axis Yc coincides with the axis of a cutter tooth.
Let this position be considered as a zero-position. During
meshing rotation from the zero-position to the position of
generation at point A, axes Yp and Yc will rotate by the
angles ,pp and !/te, respectively. The following relationship is
true:

where

n, N - numbers of teeth in part and gear cutter,

rw, Rw - generating radii of the part and gear cutter. Note
that at the instant of generation, according to the fundamental
law, a normal to the part profile at a g.iven point is also the
normal to the cutter profile, and passes through the pitch
point O. This geometric condition is used in deriving the
following set of equations which determine the XC' Yc -
coordinates of the shaper cutter:

Up = IX - P-A

(1)
1jJp = Up - IPA

x = I'A X sin Up

-Rw X sin ,pc +

yc R.., X cos !/tc + _x_. _ X sin (a + ,pc)
cos IX

where

a - pressure angle at a given point,
up - angle from a zero-position to generating position.

The equations for the rack or hob profile can be derived
fromm considering N - 00. By making substitutions for Rw.
!/to x we get:

y

x

..

TANGENT TO PART

B.

xc= - r~ X sin (ifr X i) + fAX sin !1p X COS (0 + Vrr X i)
I cos 0

(2)
Yc ~ ~ X cos (~p X it + rA X sin ap X sin (a + !/tp x j) - ~

I COS C/ I

The generating radius Rw was added to bring the Yc coor-
dinate to the pitch line.

Since for the hobbing process i - 0, expressions'" can be
partially simplified as:

Xc = - rw X sin (,pp X i) + rA X sin up

Yc = fw X cos (lfp X i) + rA X sin up X tan ~ - rw
i



To evaluate these expressions as i - 0 we apply the
theorem of limits (L'Hospital's Rule):

'I' 1 . (' . .) I lim O· I . (.1_ X ')11
im , _ fw X Slf! \lip X I, ,'_ I -. r", X sm '11'1' I = -rw 'h>

i-O i lim (i)l
i-O

lim I' fw X cos (¥-p X i) ~ _ li~0 Ifw X ('os (I/Ir X illl = -0

i-O I i f lim (i)

s-.o

Substituting these expressions into(2) we obtain:

Xc = rA X sint1p -rw X I/Ip
}Ie = rA X COS01p - I'",

2 2 Gear Technology

(3)

Referring to Fig. 3 it is interesting to note that equations'"
and ()give the same results, with sufficient accuracy, using
Rw =10<6 inm.

Reverse Calculations
Reverse calculations - when cutter profile is known -are

very useful, in many cases. Being calculated discretly, the cut-
ter profile has to be approximated by certain curves (or by
straight lines). As a result, the actual part prome will deviate
from the theoretical one. The same kind of calculations have
to be made when the tool designer has to decide whether a
cutter "on hand" can be used to cut a pa.rt with a slightly dif-
ferent profile. Reverse calculations are also of importance for
protuberance and lug design, when analyzing fillets, tip
reliefs, and so en.

For gear shaping process. the equ.ations(1) can be readily
used .. It is sufficient to consider R, 'f'c. IJ.c instead of rA, rfJA'
}LA to. receive mating part coordinates, For bobbing.

r",,)( ¥.p



equations(3) must be rearranged as follows:

rA = Yc + r ....
cos Up

"'" = rA X sin Up - Xc
r....

I{JA = Up - ljJp

The formula Forerp is obvious from geometric: conditions
shown in Fig. 3:

AA]tan ap = ---.,;;....;;;,..;;.!.-

roy + Yc
Yc

where 01' is a slope of the tangent to hob profile.

The coordinates of the path, traced by any point of shaper
cutter during generating, action, can be found from the same
equations.m. Assuming Xc and Yc a.reconstant we get:

tan (01' + !fd = Yc - Rw X cos !fc
Xc + R.." X sin !fc

Assign~ngdifferent values to !fc we compute 01', x, rAt ap,

!fp and. f{JA' The rA and f{JA coordinates will describe the loca-
tion of the point Ac. in the Xp-Yp coordinate system at any
moment with respect to angle !fe. We recommend the
foJ]owing formula for rA:

r A ,... .J ~ - 2, X x X I!'w X tan ex + rw Z
cos2 Q

The fo,rmula was obtained from the second, third and fourth
expressions opu.,

The same approach for hobbing gives:

'tan up ... Xc + rw X !fp
Yc + fw

PROFITS, AlAE, BIEIIIN'G 1- AIDE
... by advertising in GEAR TECH NOLOG,Y,
The JOUl1nal of Gear Manufacturing's classified
advertising section. A.dvertise your specia!lty:

• Open time en special or unusual machines
'. UnIque c.a,pabillities
'. Machine quality
'. Help wanted
'.' Subcontract work

Vouradl reaches,
over 5'10001potential Icustomers.

Call GEA~TiECHNO~OG,Yfor details.
1(3,12)1 437--6604

Condusion
1. The method of gear cutting tool calculations discussed in

this article are applicable Ear hobs and gear shapercuttere
with involute and noninvolute forms. For precise hobs,
the 'equations should be used for rack calculations ~ol1owedl
by three-dimensional calculations of th hob cutting edges.

2. The general equations are based on the same, compara-
tively simple geometricapproac:h and give a good
understanding of the generating process. They can be sue-
cessfully used foranalitical solutionsofa number of prob-
lems in gear cutHng design.

3. The method allows one to build simplified and reliable
computer programs.

The example below represents a "Spline profile with the
following dimensions:

{j = 14.5°
a = 0.77316
n = 30
N = 22
ro = 2.7395
r, = 2.6645

1'w = 2.6845
R", = 1.968633

Calculations given in the table were made for r = 2.7.

iJ.A "'" arcsin.JL = 16.639894"
fA

.1. _ 180° ( _ (.I)
'f'A - -- - P-A /J

30

2.5869'33 1st formula (1) Iu i

'01' 15.494625° 2nd formula (1)

ap - 1.145.269" 3rd formula (1)

'h - .0 ..087360 rad 4th formula m
x - 0.053966 5th formula (1)

"'c - 6.825512" 6th formula (1)
not applicable for hob

"HOB 0.180552 1st formula, (3)

YHOB - 0.000539 2nd formula (3)-

Xsc 0.178603 7th Iormula m
Ysc 1.9462:4.0 ,8th Iormula (1)

•the hob profile coorciina'l is tak n from Ihepitch line

Editors Note: 5peci,d thllnks to Dennis Gimpert, Amtrican Plaul'. LId..
far his technl'ca/ editing lUSistance.

Art far pages 20-21 pr,avided through 1/1 courtesy of
TCR Graphics.
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'OR INDUSTRIAL PROJECIS?
theload ofyour
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TliN Coatingl Systems
Comptete Turnlkey Applications
IPLA!NIIRING
Plarminq & IE.ng'iineering,
IFlexilbileMachining Systems
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When designing gears, the engineer is often faced with the
problem of selecting the number of teeth in each gear, so that
the gear train will provide a given speed ratio. This article
will describe a microcomputer program that determines such
combinations of gear teeth quickly, easily, and accurately.

The program is founded upon the theorem that a
denumerable infinity of rational numbers can be found be-
tween any two real numbers whose difference is greater than
zero. Practically, if the acceptable error for the desired gear
ratio is of the order of several hundred times the minimum
numerical values that the computer can process without trun-
cation errors, it is usually possible to find multiple combina-
tions of gear teeth which provide that ratio to within required
accuracy.

Program Description
Input to the method are the desired ratio R and the accep-

table error E. rn The method produces two integers P and Q,
where PIQ differs from R by an amount equal to or less than
E. The search for P and Q is begun by defining quantities
aIt Yl' PIt and ql as

01 INT(R)
PI = (II

YI FRC(R)
qi = I

Finding Gear Teeth Ratios

by
WiDiam C. Orthwein_1te:IIt of Mechanical Engineering
and Energy Processes

i~lUUJern Dlinois University
Carbondale, Dlinois

Quantities a~, Yz P2, and q2 and qa2 are then defined
according to

02 = INTCJ
P2 = 01€l2 + 1

(2)

If Yz = 0 the process stops because P = P2 and Q q2'
If Y2 FO the process continues until

E~ JR - ::J (3)

where PN and qN represent the values of Pn and qnwhic:h
satisfy (3) for the smallest n. In (3), PH and q" are determined
by the relations

an = INT (Yn-z)
Yn-I

p" = O"Pn- I + P,,-2

y" = ] - anYn-1 + Yn-2
(4)

for n ~ 3. The computational procedure using these rela-
tions is described in the flowchart in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 is a flowchart of the main program, Gearratio. It



Yes

Output Pn.- l - Pn- 2
PN·qN Pn .... Pn - I

~ & PN/qlll Qn- I - qn - 2

qn ~ Qn - 1

EI Yn-l ... Yn - 2

Yn .... v « - 1

No

E

FRc(R)

[NT(R)

P

Pro

Calculate
BJ• V3

PJ' ql

Yes

Calculate
8:n I ,Pi'll

qn'Yr

PN
Q

Y'1

Fig. I-Flowchart for the subprogram GRATIO,

Nomenclature
value of parameter a at the nth step

acceptable error in approximating the
desired gear ratio

tractional part of R: FRC(R) = R - rNT(R)
largest integer in R
numerator of a rational number (fraction)
approximating R

value of P at the nth step

Input R. E. N

Call GRATIO IA. El

I
PC - PN
QC· aN

II

Call F4CT (PCI

Call FACT IPC)

I

Ou tput central 'lactors I
I

I I
Call ELI"

C.II GRAno IRB. EBI

Output alternate base$

I

FIg. 2-Flowchart for the main progE,am
Gearratio,

final value of PI1

denominator of a rational number approx-
imating R
value of Q at the nth step

final value of q"
desired gear ratio

additional gear ratios which differ from R
by less than E
value of y at the nth step
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IRe

~ __ ~i~.~+ __..~t~·~~+_.~i_yA_i~.~__~
I--

R,

.-..\ ElN
·1

R - ElN Flo

iRe = Specified ratio

Fig. 4i - Flowchart for subroutine BASES.

R + ElN

I e.o.SES I
,I

EB = EIN

D05, 1= l,2"N-l

Rill) = R - E/2 + I"EBI2

CONTINUE

I
I Return Ii

Fig. J - Locations of Rj and R in the interval E. N subdivisions of length EI Nail! shown,

uses the acceptable error E to define an interval R - E/2 to
R + E/2. Other ratios R; can be selected using error limits
that are reduced in proportion to the number of subdivisions
of E (Fig. 3). Division of E into N equal subdivisions each
of length fIN is performed by the four-line subprogram
labeled BASES (Fig ..4) This subroutine then locates 2N - 1
additional base ratios R, by the relation

E E
R;= R - 2' + 1(2i - l) 2N (5)

Each base ratio is associated with a permissible error of
magnitude EIN, to ensure that all calculated values fall within
the cnginally specified interval. Values P andQ for each ad-
ditional base ratio are calculated after the original. base ratio
R is used to find the central P and Q values to within per-
missible error E.

Differ,ent P and Q values can be found bya variety of
methods. for example, the permissible error E can be allowed
to grow as the base ratios move closer to the center of the
range. Or, one can use an uneven distFiibution of base ratios
ever the interval and locate the base ratioat other than the
center of the subintervals of length £1N. In the following ex-
amples, the results are generated usingonJy base ratios at
a set of equally spaced pointsassociated with an error of
£/100. This division produces 198 additional base ratios (199
minus the central base ratio already calculated), including
duplicates. Elimination of duplicates is achieved by the
subroutine EilM (Fig. 5).

Afteral1 duplicates are eliminated the remaining values of
P and Q are decomposed into their prime fadors by the
subroutine FACT (Fig.. 6). Output of the factors is controlled
by a wri.te statement in this subroutine.

Ex~mple 1
In this example problem we win find the numbers of teeth

in each gear in a gear train which is to have an overall speed
ratio of 2.94643 ± 0.000'1. There should be at least 18 and
at most 200 teeth on each gear,

Because P and Q generally do not contain an. equal number
of factors, it may be necessary to append unit factors to each.
The factors in P and Q are then arranged in ascending or
descending order and grouped in pairs. Using the gear train

28 Gear Jeehnology

shown schematically in Fig. 7, P and a can be written in the
form

NI N3 Ns
N2 N4 N6

Comparison with gear train showst:hat (6) implies a gear train
of six gears in whic.h N, and Nl" N3 and N4,and Ns and No
are in mesh. Gear Nl is on shaft 1, gears N2 and NJ are on
shaft 2, gears N4 and Nsa:re on shaft 3.. and gear No is on
shan 41.

After each Pia ratio is arranged as in (6), any pair which
containsa factor less than 18 is multiplied by the smallest
integer required to make that factor equal to or greater than
18. When this is completed, it may be necessary to rearrange
the P and Q factors to have the modified factors .agaJn be
in ascending or descending order. Had the ratio in this ex-
ample been unusually large, it is possible that this multiplica-
Han could cause the other factor in a PIQ pair to be larger

J •. ,
PP(l)-POI
00(1) - 001

COMMON P(li. 0(1). PP(ll. corn, N

P(li -IPPIJI& all) z aa(JI ?

.1-.1+1
PPIJI .. fill

oaw .. aUI

Fig. S- Flowchart for subprogram CUM.



~I ~--~----,
I

Write "Last factor"

Fig. 6 - Flowchart for subprogram FACT.

f"1g. 7 - Schematic of gear train.

Tabl. II
Tooth Com'blnatJons to Provide a G•• ,' Ratio

Of 2.94643 ± O'.OOO,t
.,8 " N" 2001

IRatio,
Nu,mber

10

Pllogram Output Gear 'loath
Ratio Numbe s

~ 4533
(2lX1)2421

2
2;(79)

3(11)13

29{12n
2(54)

2fP)23
(32)5(17)

2(31 )47
23(43)

(gt), 61
(511),53

3(5)1_'
23(7)

1137(163)
11(113)53

(?2)19(131)
31(109)

(2j7(167)
3 (232)

2(41153
(52) 591

37(113)
3(111)43

2(19)27
(3~ 139

2(11)89
1:3(79)

2(132)7
11(73)

3t(71}
(32) 83

17(19n
.2(19)291

(.3') 53
31(4n

7(173}
3(13n

(?2)3(1p)
11(10'7)

32 .79
2239

29. 127
25 50

2828,46
2018 34

47 '62
2343

64 6"
5325

3320
2328

163137
143 -53

76131
31 109'

28, 1~7
23 69

5382'
25591

3,7 11_~,
33 43

194 38
139 18

6889
2679

28169
22 73

62711
1883
34 19_1
3858
81 53
4731

42 '173
18 137

.24289'
22' f07

Error
(x10'}I

4

6

7

8

9

11

12

13

15

16

17

18

20

43

30

25

19

14

4

10

11

111

13

16

21

22

31

35

42

44

(continued on page 48)
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The combination of a new grinding tool material (CBN).
new applied grinding technology, and new bevel gear grind-
ing machines has made it possible to drastically reduce the
grinding time and cost, while at the same time improving
quality and consistency, making bevel gear grinding techni-
cally andeconomically feasible for mass production. (18)

Technological Fundamentals ,of
CBN Bevel Gear Finish Grinding

by
Harvey Dodd & D. V. Kumar

The Gl.eason Works
Rochester, NY

INTRODUCTION
The bevel gear grinding process, with conventional wheels,

has been limited to applications where the highest level of
quality is required. Grinding with conventional wheels has
not been used in high production applications, because of
the long cycle times and resultant high manufacturing costs.
A further hindrance to the wider application of bevel gear
grinding has been the lack of an understanding of the fun-
damental. principles involved in the process. Rather than bas-
ing i.t on applied engineering knowledge, gear grinding suc-
cess has been dependent upon the experience of skilled grind-
ing machine operators ..This can make it difficult to get con-
sistent results from day to day.

Dr. Kegg(l) has noted that the industry trend is toward
higher part quality, indicating increased use of grinding, but
with a diminishing supply of skilled machine operators.

In addition to these diverging tendencies, a new grinding
wheel abrasive (CBN) has been introduced. Much informa-
tion has been published highlighting the benefits of CBN
grinding, such as reduced grinding time and overall costs,
maintaining consistent geometrical tolerances and improved
metallurgical. integrity. Despite these promised results, CBN
grinding has been slow to be implemented in high volume
production applications because the additional technology
also has not been well understood by many potential users.

During the past few years a significant amount of fun-
damental grinding research has been conducted by several
researchers (2-17). Thisartide will show how the fundamen-
tal research has been applied to CBN bevel gear grinding.
The understanding and implementation of applied grinding
technology has made it possible to change the grinding
machine from the mysterious black box. of the past to a
system having predictable and consistently repeatable results.

fUNDAMENTALS OF CBN GlUNDING
OF HARDENED MATERIALS

CBN Physical Propeties
Elevated Temperature Hardness

Fig. 1 shows the elevated temperature hardness of the four
major abrasives'P'.

The temperatures encountered by the cutting points of the
abrasive grains are well above room temperature, thus the
elevated temperature properties are of greater significance
than the room temperature properties. It can be seen that the
hardness of diamond decreases at a much faster rate than the
other three abrasives with increasing temperature. In add:i-
tion, diamond wears rapidly by graphitization or oxidation
in the presence of iron at high temperatures and is, therefore,
not usually successful in grinding ferrous materials. CBN on
the other hand maintains its hardness advantage over silicon
carbide and aluminum oxide at all temperatures up to 1830 of
(lOOOoC) and is chemically inert in the grinding of ferrous
materials.

Grain Shape and Its Influence on. the Rate
of Wear flat Development

Attritious wear, the slow gradual. development of a. wear

AUTHORS:
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Fig. 1- Micro-Hardness of CBN in terms of thetemperat ure in comparison
10 other abrasive grains,lul

flat, limits the useful operation of a grinding wheel during
finish grinding.

fig .. 2 shows photographs of an aluminum oxide and a
CBN crystal. The CBN crystal has a.well-defined structure,
while the aluminum oxide grain does not. Aluminum oxide
crystals on the average have a spherical form(19) while the
CBN crystals have a block form shown in F.ig. 2. It can be
seen that for a given amount of crystal wear the length of
the wear flat will be signi.ficantly greater for the aluminum
oxide. A comparison of wear flat areas shows an even greater
difference.

The size of the wear flat area has a direct effect on burn-
ing. Malkin(ZOlhas shown that when a wear flat area of 4%
of the wheel surface has developed, burning is encountered
with conventional wheels. The cubic structure of CBN will
allow for greater radial wear before the same size wear Aat
is developed.

Anisotropic Crystal Stren,gth
like diamond, CBN has anisotropic strength properties.

This can result in a self-sharpeningacti.on under certain

ALUMINUM OXIDE GRAIN

~
00'" Wear

T
Fig. 2-Effect ,of Grain. Shape on the Rate of Wear Flat Development.
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Fig. 3-Comparison of Thermal Conductivity at Room Temperature.

conditions, (14) providing a new sharp cutting edge without
crystal pullout.

Thermal! Conductivity
Fig. 3 shows the thermal conductivity of the four major

abrasives, and of steel and copper. (21.22) The significance of
this property will be shown in the next section on thermal
input to the workpiece.

Grinding Characteristics of
CON vs. Conventional Abrasives

Low Thermal Input With
Increased Force and Power Reqmrement

In CBN grinding the forces and power aee higher than with
conventional wheels .. CBN grinding machines thus require
greater spindle stiffness and power. Salje(2) has shown that
at the same metal removal rate a CBN wheel required 1.25
to 2.6 times the power of an aluminum oxide wheel. This
has been rather puzzling since CBN is a harder and sharper
abrasive. The reason for this difference in power requirement
between the two abrasives can be explained by a simple
analysis of the heat flow between wheel and work in the two
cases.

Fig. 4 is a schematic of the surface grinding operation. It
is assumed for simplicity that all of the power consumed in
grinding is dissipated as heat between wheel and work only.

q = qg + qw

where q = total heat flux in grinding
qg= heat flux to wheel
qw = heat flux to work

Denoting ks' and kw as the thermal conductivities for

3;2 Gear Technology

wheel and work, A as the wheel-work contact area and tSI
twas thicknesses for wheel and work across which there is
an equal temperature drop, then

(2)

The quantity within each bracket is the thermal resistance
of wheel and work respectively. Since the thickness layer from
the point of view of thermal damage to work and wheel. is
of similar magnitude, equation(Zl can be simplified as

(3)

From equations (1) and (3)

q
1 + (kslkw)

Using the room temperature thermal conductivity values
from Fig. 4, in the above relationships, for the case of an
aluminum oxide wheel it is seen that 63 % of the total heat
generated goes into the work and 37% into the wheel .. In the
case of a CBN wheel it is seen that only 4% of the total heat
generated goes into the work while 96% ends up in the wheel
In actual practice, thermal conductivity varies with
temperature for both the abrasive and the work material,
Nevertheless the amount of heat input to the work will be
much less wi.th CBN than with conventional. abrasives.
Therefore, chips are formed at a lower temperature with
CBN. Since the forces required to work a material at lower
temperatures are higher, CBN grinding is accompanied by
higher forces and power requirements.

It should not be misconstrued from the above analysis that
thermal damage to work is not possible with CBN wheels.
Thermal damage can be produced with CBN, but when the

Total Heal
Generated Q

--_v

Fig. oj - Heat Distribution between wheel and worm In surface grinding
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wheel. is properly prepared this win happen at a much higher
metal removal rate and grinding spindle power as compared
to conventional wheels. On the other hand, the high heat
input to the CBN wheel requires proper coolant application
to increase the longevity of the wheel.

As a result of the [ower heat input to the workpiece with
CBN grinding wheels and a reduction in the tendency to bum,
CBN wheels are normally used at higher metal removal rates
than conventional wheels, This further increases the grinding
Forces and power. Thus, it is not unusual for the forcesen-
countered in CBN grinding to be 4. to 10 times greater than
with an aluminum oxide wheel.

Residual str'esses and fatigu.e strength
The functional behavior of a ground component is substan-

tially determined by the material physical properties, as well
as, the residual stresses near the surface,m,l31 Residual
stresses will have an eHect on both the static strength and
the dynamic strength (fatigue strength).

The initiation and growth of cracks can be accelerated or
retarded by residual stresses. Tensile residual stresses will in-
crease the possibility of crack initiationa:nd growth, while
compressive stresses will retard them.

The near surface residual stresses as a result of grinding
can be produced by one or a combination of the following
means:

thermat heat gen.er:atoo during grinding;
rnechanicali plastic deformation;
chemical: reactions with machining fluids and absorption

of elements in the machined su.rface.(24)
Thermally induced residual stresses are tensile. The highly

localized temperatures at the surface cause the work material
to yield in compression as shown in Fig. s. After the heat
source has passed and the material cools, the plastically com-
pressed surface material. is left in tension. Snoeys(25) has
found that increased maximum grinding temperatures cause
higher peak residual. 'tensile stresses. Bellows(U) has found

~)
~f/y/

,Surface ILayer

Pig'.S-Mechanism for Thermal-Plastic Induced Residual Stresses

175 ,oonl!don<;e IlINl I

Fig. 6

that less abusive grinding conditions decrease the tensile
residual. stresses,

The effect of various levels of thermal input on the fatigue
life of bearing rings has recently been investigated.(l3) In fig.
6 it can be seen that the 1..10fatigue life decreased dramatically
with an increase in U IU· (the ratio of the measured specific
energy to the specific energy at burning). This ratio is direct-
ly proportional to the grinding power and the grinding
temperature; and points. out that higher thermal input to the
work surface will greatly reduce the fatigue lUe.

Men the grinding temperature is sufficie.ntly low, residual
stresses are 'caused primarily by plastic deformation. This
mechanical cold working of the surface material results in
compressive residual stresses in a manner similar to,shot peen-
ing. Also, at lower temperatures chemical reactions are less,
likely, or at [east will often proceed ata slower rate.

Many investigators have compared the residual. stresses
produced by CBN andconventional wheels and have shown
that CBN wheels tend to produce compressive residual
stresses while aluminum oxide wheels tend to produce ten-
sile residual stresses.(4.S,lJ.IS.27.28.29lThis differ,ence can be ex-
plained by the previously discussed differences in thermal
conductivity of the two abrasives. This proposition is tu:r~
ther supported by the grinding tests of Ratterman(Sl in which
the residual stresses produced by CBN, diamond, and con-
ventional wheels were compared. The test results showed that
diamond wheel grinding produced residual. compressive
stresses which were larger (more compressive) than tha't from
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Fig. 'J

CBN wheel grinding. From Fig. 3 it can be seen that diamond
has a higher thermal conductivity tha:n CBN. Therefore, in
grinding with diamond the percentage of heat going into the
workpiece is less than with CBN, causing greater residual
'compressive stresses.

Metcut Research Associates compared the residual stress
and fatigue life of parts ground with CBN and aluminum ox-
ide wheels. (IJ) The measured residual stresses are shown in
Fig. 7 and the resulting S-N curve is shown in Fig.S. These
tests show that the bending fatigue life was increased by 27
times at an alternating stress of 40,000 Ibs/in2 or that the
load carrying capacity for a life of one million cycles could

Fig, 8
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be increased by 70% '.Although the material in this test was
not hardened steel, it dearly shows the effect of decreased
thermal input,

It is dear that CBN has a tendency to cause beneficial. com-
pressive residual stresses, resulting in increased fatigue life,
because CBN grinds at lower temperatures, Any factor that
reduces the grinding temperature will also reduce the tendency
for wheel loading, chemical reactions, and wheel dulling, as
well as burning and tensile residual stresses.

Furthermore, the presence of grinding bums results in
metallurgical changes such as tempering (softening resuhing
in lower strength) and/or the formation of untempered
martensite (a very hard and brittle material). These defec-
tive materials, at the point of highest stress for gear tooth
bending, have a lower strength than the materials of proper
hardness .

.Fundamentals of CBN Grinding of Bevel Gears

Wheel Workpiece Contact Conditions
In the bevel gear grinding process the tooth profile shape

is produced by the relative rolling motion that takes place
between the gear or pinion and the grinding wheel. The ac-
tion is as though the gear or pinion being ground were roll-
ing w:ith an imaginary motion generating gear of which the
grinding wheel represents one tooth (see Fig. 9).

Fig. 10 is a cross section through the grinding wheel pro-
file, showing how the wheeland the gear move together in
a timed relationship to generate the tooth profile on each side
of the tooth slot. At position 1 the wheel first contacts the
gear tooth at the top of the outside wheel profile. As the
generation continues to position 2, the wheel rolls down the
profile to the pitch line. Grinding with the outside diameter
of the wheel is almost completed at position 3. When both
tooth profiles have been completely generated at position 4,
the wheel is withdrawn from the tooth slot and returned to

Fig. 9-1maginary Generating Gear.



Fig. IO-Generating Roll.

position 1, while the gear is indexed to grind the next tooth
slot.

Fig. 11 shows a three-dimensional representation of how
the wheel/work, contact area starts at position 1and pro-
ceeds Itopositions 2 and 3. The abrasive grains cut in a direc-
tion parallel to the root line.

A lengthwise section of the tooth in position 2 (Fig. 12)

Fig. ll-Area of Contact of Gear Tooth Surface with Conical Wheel, Surface,

Fig. 12 - Length of Wheel- Work Cont ct.

shows how the gear tooth wraps around the wheel in a way
quite similar to internal grinding. The contact length will be
very long as shown in Fig. 13. It can be seen that when the
depth of grind is .001" the contact length can be two to five
times longer than when surface grinding at the same depth
of grind.

When finish gear grinding is done in a single pass at .005"
depth of grind, an equivalent length of ccntact in surface
grinding would not be encountered until a depth of grind of
.080" was used. This shows that bevel gear grinding contact
length can be as long as that encountered in. creep feed
grinding.

Thermal. Aspects
From Fig. 12 it can be seen that all along the contact

length, {II the distance (d) to what will soon be the ground
tooth surface is very small. Thus, th heat generated i:n the
contact zone is easily conducted to the gear tooth surface.
Furthermore, due to. the fad that the feed rate is limited by
machine dynamics (the acceleration and deceleration of the
generating system), the amount of time that the long con-
tact length heat souroe is over a.given point on the gear 'tooth
is relatively long, allowing for a greater temperature rise of
the work material.

The required grinding power is alsoincreased because of
the long contact length and the resulting increased amount
Of rubbing encountered.

These factors indicate some of the reasons why bevel gear
grinding with conventional. wheels has been sensitive to ther-
mal damage and one reason why the depth of grind has been
limited to .001" or less, which results in low metal removal
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rates and long grinding cycle times (typically 40-,250
sec/tooth). The long cycle times are due to the necessity of
multiple grinding passes and several wheel dressings per gear
ground.

It has been found that the thermal input to 'the gear tooth
surface can be so substantially reduced, due to the enhanced
properties of CBN, discussed in the section on "Fundamen-
tals of CBN Grinding of Hardened Materials," that all the
finishing stock can be removed in a single pass without ther-
mal damage, at a cycle time as short as 4.0 seconds per tooth.
The result of the cool cutting action of CBN is also indicated
by the substantially improved fatigue life of CBN ground
gears as discussed later in the section on "Results of CBN Gear
Grinding."

Wheel Wear Laboratory Results,
The wheel wear as a function of the length of the gear

tooth slot ground is shown in Fig. 14. The wear of a vitrified
aluminum oxide wheel is compared to a plated and a resin
bond CBN wheel. The slot length scale for the CBN wheels
are 100 times the conventional wheel scale. All three wheels
showed a rapid initial wear, followed by a slow ste.ady wear
rate. It can be seen that the slope of the steady wear rate for
each of the wheels is about the same, which means that the
(BN wheels wore at a rate 1% of the conventional wheel
wear rate.

A borderline burning condition was encountered with the
conventional wheel after grinding only 35" of slot length (1
pinion) ..After grindmg 125 to 150, times the slot length with
the CBN wheels, the thermal input to the pinion tooth sur-
face was still far from the burni.ng limit. Thus, the (BN
wheels were stilI capable of grinding more parts.

As a result of such encouraging laboratory results and 'the
desire to determine how this process might work in a pro-
duction environment, it was decided to conduct further wheel
life tests in a gear manufacturing plant.

Production Results
Grinding trials i.n a production environment showed that

more than 90,000 inches of slot length (1.42 miles, 2050 gears)
<could be ground with a single plated CBN wheel, with the
wheel still capable of grinding more parts. This was 20 times
the amount of material ground in the laboratory tests.

This length of wheel life would represent three weeks of
single shift productiona.t 100% efficiency.

Resulting Implicatio.ns
Such very long wheel life has the following important

implications:

a. excellent tooth spacing can be achieved as a result of the
small wheel wear per gear (in the micro inch per gear
range) ..(181 -

b. excellent consistency can be achieved from gear to gear
despite variations in stock left for finishing.

c. the possibility of unmanned manufacturing with
automatic loading and automatic periodic coordinate part
inspection, (301

d.a dresser is not required on the grinding machine, rnak-
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ing the machine less complex and allowing greater
machine utilization,

Results of CBN Gear GrLnding

Tooth Spacing Quality
Fig. 15 shows that an automotive pinion with an AGMA

quality number 9 was improved to quality number 12 by
single pass CBN grinding. This shows the corrective nature
of this process.

Fatigue Life
Bending fatigue life improvements of 17 times have been

achieved as compared to cut hardened and lapped gear sets,
the most common method used in the manufacture of [and
application bevel gears. (18) Current surface durability tests
have shown a life improvement of 2to 5 times for CBN
ground gear sets. The benefits resulting from CBN grinding
are achieved by the removal of harmful effects, such as
dimensional. inaccuracies of tooth position and geometry, ex-
cessive surface roughness and unwanted surface rnicrostruc-
tural features.

Cost
Many times it has been thought that the use of CBN grind-

ing wheels necessitated high tool cost. This has not been
found to be the case with CBN finish grinding of bevel gears.
Even when the production cycle time for CBN finish grind-
ing was faster than soft finishing, 'the CBN wheel cost per
gear was essentially the same as the cutter cost for soft
finishing, By changing the gear manufacturing methods to
take advantage of CBN hard finishing,. 'one manufacturer
found that the production cost per gear set was reduced by
thirty percent.

Summary
This paper has attempted not only to show the possible

benefits which may be derived from grinding w.ith CBN, but
also to explain the physical reasons for the observed
phenomena. This knowledge permits taking advantage of the
characteristics of CBN to simultaneously improve produc-
tivity and workpiece quality.

The combination of this new grinding tool material (CBN),
the applied grinding technology, and new bevel gear grind-
ing machines designed for the necessary increas -d require-
ments have now mad this new process both technically and
economically practical for the mass production of bevel gears.

This process appears to have great potentia] for becoming
the dominant finishing method in the near future because it
combines the benefits of better quality control and lower cost.

This paper was pn?Viously presented at the SME Supera.brasilJl? COnfI!TCtlCI?
2985. Paper MR85-273.
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Up until approximately 1968-69, pinion
cutter-type gear shaping machines had
changed very little since their conception
in the early 1900's. They were bridge-
type cutter head machines, with a table
relieving system to. dear the cutter from
the workpiece on the return, nonproduc-
tive stroke of the cutter spindle, see fig.
L The "modem shapers," introduced in
1968-69, went to a cutter spindle reliev-
ing action compared to the table reliev-
ing movement on the older style ma-
chines. Furthermore, the cutter spindle
(and its moving housing) were mounted
into a robust column, see Fig .. 2.

Modern machines are at least two
times heavier than old style machines of
equal diameter. Theyare also, two to
three times more productive than the old
style machines. This increase in produc-
tivity is directly attributed to the
following:
• rigidity in the machine because of

cutter spindle relief stroking drive
train. This is a much smaller and
constant mass to move, as compared
to the larger mass of the table on the
old style machine. That mass also
varied depending on the size and
weight of the gear being cut and the
fixture,

• stroking rates in the range of 1,.000
to 2,000 strokes per minute made
possible by a cutter spindle relieving
mechanism and hydrostatically
mounted cutter spindle bearing and
guides, Fig. 3.
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• larger cutter spindle diameters with
preportionallyincreased horsepower
of the main drive motor. Example:
20· maximum diameter capacity
modem, machine, with a 3.93·
diameter cutter spindle and 20
horsepower, stroke drive motor; old
style machine, cutter spindle dia-
meter 3.34· and 5.7 horsepower
motor driving the entire machine,
i.e, cutter spindle stroking, rotary
and radial feed change gears, see Fig.
4. Note: Maximum DP rating on this
size machine went from 5 DP for the
old style machine to 3 DP for the
modern machine.

• overall weight of the machine i.n-
creased bya factor of two to three
times. Example: 6' maximum
diameter capacity modem machine,
12,500 lbs.; eld style machine, 4,900
Ibs. This extra weight helps to ab-
sorb the higher cutting Iorces and
reduces vibration.

VVhilethe first generation modem
gear shaping machines were substan-
tially more productive, they were
still limited in flexibility as were 'the
old style machines. For example:

1. A gear shaping machine with a two
inch stroke has a very limited ver-
tical height position (distance above
the work table) in which that two
inch stroke can occur, i.e, normally
only three inches Of less. This defi.-
dency results in the need to supply
thell1ac.hine with a. riser block

Fig. 1- 'Old Style" Gear Sllapers - Work Table
Back-Off System.

J

II

a .. cu1bng S1roke
b baCk"'''
c • return strDke

<p- back-o" lingle
'Y- 1a11lf'!11o"sal 01 rnIdW!e

column
",... cen1IfJdistance

FIg. .2- "Modem" Gear Shapers - Cutter Spindle Back-Ofl System

(spacer mounted between the bed of
themachineand column} to elevate
the maximum stroke height to the
same level as the tallest part to be
cut. Consequently, shorter parts
must be raised up in the special fix-
tures to this predetermined height.
Obviously, riser blocks and built-up
fixtures reduce the desired rigidity of
the machine, and in turn, accura.c.y
.of the cut part and tool life. The cost

forfixturing elements increases
proportionately..

2. Qui,te frequently. shapersare used
for eutting one gear in a duster of
gears, because one or two elements
in the duster must be shaped, i.e.
cutter runout clearance is restricted.
in addition to the shaped gear in th
duster, it would have been advan-
tageous to sna.peanot:ner cluster in
the same setup. However, because of

HEL leAL Gu IDE
Gu I DE RING AND GUIOE PIECE

SPU~ OR HELICAL GUIDE

CUTTER SPINDLE

SPHlDlE 8EARI~G

CUTTER

.Fig. 3-HYcWO$latic lubrication of cutter spindle guide and lower bearing
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Single flank testing goes digital.
I

exclusive-this i.nteUigent system rapidly
and ,accurately:
1•Calculates master gear errors.
2. Quantifies single toetb-te-teeth eempes-

ite error, combined pitch vari.ation, com-
binedaocurnulat:ed pitch wnalion, single
fla~k composite error and other :gear
tooth defects

Gleason gives s,ingie, 11
3 ..::~a:!~;u%s::otentialofindivid'UaJ

flank testing,· ,"'brains." .And with oW' system's real time analysis, the
harmonics and side bands of tooth m.eshfre.

With Gleason's 579' G-AGElMAutomatic Data quency ean be obse.rved to let yo 1.1 establish
Analysis System,. ADAS(c~mpatible with. any acceptable peak amplitudes for vari.ous har-
G-AGESingle Flank Tester), test results are monies. That means you can be sure 'of a.
generated di.gitallyand graphJcalJy to :greatly
- reduce data. interpretation time. FeatuJ"-

ing the most sophisticated single flank
software avaUable today-a Gleason

When it comes to pinpointing the causes of
gear vibration, nOise, and tooth damage, .lt's
no secret that single flank measurement
gives you the kmd ot comprehensive data
you sim,ply c,an't get with other forms of
measurement IReliable information about

process errors and the costly scrap and re-
work that: go with it.

But the analog (graphic) results of
si.ngle flank testers can be time consu_mLng
to analyze-even for an expe.rienced opera:-
tor: So single flank testin.g hasn't always been
practical f,orproduction environments.

Until now.TRIlNSM[SSION ERROR

'~:~
jZ,,"~

III ClmllADIIdIS
31511

-1~.1
-12 .. 71..- --' -3750

'1 _ ,~ .1_ HOC
! 'PINI!lN I~ '!'Ell IIAJ!!R TICK

transmission enor is what you need
to predict noise levels oj a gear set
in operation, as well as~() reduce

CIGI....... Yobfb. '985.
~E .1.1 •• lRdo",...kdGl_

GLEASON AUTOMATED GEAR EVALUATION
~ __ I.CFTlI.EII

TOTAL TRNtSMISSnl" IEJiKII ~0125
!WI TlIII1I+-TmTII'I1WIS.:EIIIIIl .1113
'VC _TOm!.nt.\HS. EI!IIDII .1113
~I (F I~ OY£A TfL ~CDS
!WI EFFtCT II'[ _!l.£ .>11 • [X1I5
AVG EFFECTIVE I'RCFIL£ Vii! .taJS
CIIIL I\COJII.L.ATED PJ1'CH 'WAR: ~001'5
tH. IMAXIICJ!iI PI rat liAR • oo:3t
aHI. O!.U[O $PAC!~ 'j"" . ~

.mz ..

.IDW

.~
o
•call
. call
• CIlZ3'
.CIII!I.
.•~

gear's noise level before it's assembled. In
additi.on, you can evenisolat:e the one' mem-
ber of a production pair that is responsible
for exceeding controls.

Let our brain help your brains be more
productive'. ca~'Gleason's Sales Department
today andarran,ge an incdepth. noobli.gation
consultation about 'our neYi579GcAGE ADAS..

can this, number today.:
('16)4'3,-10001

The Gl.easonWorks,. 1000 University Avenue,
Rochester; N.Y. 1469.2 .
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MaIn MOlor __ 0-----

Cutter Spindle
Rotary Drrve

Radial lnteed Cam

Cutler Plftd1e_
Stroke Orl lie

-

- Back-off Cam
(Table Re/"ef Sys!em)

Work Table Dn ve Tram

Fig. 4 - "Old Style" table relief machines with numerous drive trains necessitated by having a single drive motor.

Gear train lay-out

1 = Main drive motor
stroke drive

2 = Drive motor
rotary feed
rotary power traverse
range of adjustment
1:2000

3, = Drive motor
radial feed
radial power traverse
range of adjustment
1:3000

the different number of teeth, the re-
quired index ratios, and because of
the fixed index change drive trains,
this was not possible with the older
style and first generation spindle
relief machines. Also, the location of
the second gear on the shaft made
it difficult to reach, even with
stacked cutter, i.e. two cutters
mounted to the cutter spindle.

3. Inthe 196()1s, the cutting tool was
not the limitng factor in the cutting
process. Light weight machines w.ith
numerous gear drive 'trams, see
FigA, slow str,oking rates and
general lack of rigidity, made the
machine the limiting factor; not the
tool. The modem first generation
spindle reli.ef shapers in the early
1970's, using conventional M·2 tool
steels, found the tool 'the limiting Iac-
tor; not the machine, In the late
1970'5 and early 198Ors, with the ad-
vent of powdered metal ASP 30 and
60, titanium-nitrided coated cutters,
we found, in many cases, the ma-
chine to be the limiting factor onee
again. New irueed techniques had to
be developed to realize the full.
potential ,of these new tools.

The second generation of the spindle
relief machines added independent wide
speed range, rotary and radial feed DC
servo drives, Fig. 5. The third generation
machines incorporated an automatic cut-
te.r clamping feat-ure and a CNC con-
troller which eliminated index change
gear drive trains. These machine ad-
vanees dealt with the previously men-
Honed limitationsthrought the following
design features, see Fig. 6.
A.. The machine is fitted with a veetieal

adiustable cutter head slide (Z axis)
which alJows vertical positioning of
the entire head, In most cases, riser
blacks and spedall.y elevated work
fixture are not necessary, For exam-
ple, this 2.35" stroke length machine
has anaxiaJ displacement of the cut-
ter head slide (stroking position) of
5.9". Using NC techniques, theposi-
tioning of the cutter head slide is ac-
curate to within a tolerance of
.0008" ,

B. The C and D axes, which required
rotary movement (index ratio) ofthe
cutter spindle and rotary movement
of the work table respectively, are

Fig. 5-SecQI\d generation modem. gear sheper with independent drive 'trains.
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controlled by CNC technique with
rotary 'encoders. There are no index
change gears in the machine. The
resolution of the rotary encoders is
3.6 arc seconds. This design feature
makes it possible to cut two or more
gears m a duster, having different in-
dex ratios, in a single setup. Depen-
ding on the gear data of the cluster
gear, it might be necessary to use
stack mounted cutters. The lead of
both cutters must be the same. A
CNCguide has not yet been devel-
oped, but experimental work is be-
ing done in this area. Fig. 7 shows
two external gear dusters being
shaped in a single setup. CNC
shapers are also perfectly capable of
cutting components having both in-
'lerna! gears (or splines) and external
gears in a single setup.

C Fl1equent1y, duster gears have a tim-
ing requirement between a tooth on
a gear in the duster in relation to
another tooth ana second gear in
the duster .. The useof a CNC con-
trol system makes it possible to meet
these demanding requirements. Fig ..
8 illustrates such an alignment re-
quirement. This automotive trans-
mission component requires a tooth
alignment accuracy between the two
gears of .0008~. The part has been
cut on a CNC shaper, as illustrated
in Fig. 1, achieving an alignment ac-
curacy of .0004'. This accuracy will
be maintained in a production envi-
ronment.

D. Down and up shaping of a compo-
nent is made possible with CNC.
The part configuration illustrated by
Fig. 9' dictates that both the upper
and the lower gear be shaped. To do
this part in a single setup, down and
up shaping is required. The center
section of the component has an
outer diameter larger than the root
diameter of the two gears, There is
also an alignment requirement of the
teeth of the upper gear to the lower
gear. That alignment can be easily
obtained, because the part is cut in
a single setup using keyed cutters.
The relation of the cutter spindle
backoffand cutting stroke direction
is controlled by the CNC unit. When
cutting the upper gear, the cutter
relief occurs on the upward, non-
productive stroke. ln the case of the

42 'Gear Technology

ROTARY MOVEMENT OF CUTTER
SPINDLE
STROKING RATE PER MINUTE OF
'CUTTER SPINDLE
ROTARY MOVEMENT OF WORK TABLE
STROKE LENGTH OF CUTTER SPINDLE
RACIAL INFEED OF CUTTER
AXIAL POSITIONING OF CUTTER
STROKE -L AXIS

CAXIS

'C" AXIS

o AXIS

L AXIS
X AXIS

lAX'S

Fig. ,6- I) Axes CNCgear shaping machine.

{UTTER 60 TEETH

1
12~I'\H_1

GEAR I 20 TEETH
GEAR II 27 TEETH
GEAR J I I 51! TEETH

10 DP, 22 M FACE ..CUTTING TIME tOTAL: 2.SS MINUTES

CUTTER B
CUTTER A

50 TEETH
29 TEETH

'--~.J.H::::J=A
·-LC-i 1% LJ

: I 10 ~ND 12.7 UP. 14 ~~ fACE CUTTING1--1 TIME. TOTAL: 2.511INUTES

r---
1__ -

Fig. 7 - Spur cluster gear cutting in a single set-up.



DP • 1,6,9'
m:l .5 t=44 h:ecth)

Tooth Locat,ioo Deviation

FACE 20MM
TOTAL CUTTING TIME: ~ MIN.

Fi8. 8- Helical cluster gear cutting with a tooth location requirement.

8/10 DP, 1.2" pitch dia., .4" face, 9 teeth cutters
38 teeeh, 6" dia. - total flccr-io-Ilccrcutung time
1.05 minutes,

Fig. 9'- Down and up shaping of a cluster gear in a single set-up.

[ower gear, the 'cutter relie.f action
occurs in the downward stroke,

E., A total, CNC gear shaping machlne
has fully independent, short and
rigid drive trains, i.e .. radial feed,
rotary feed and cutter spindJe strok-
ing (for kinematic drawing, see Fig.
10.) Independent drive trains with
wide speed range DC servo motors,
i.e. 1-3,000 RPM,permit a new cut-
ting technique called CCP (Con-
trolled Cutting Process), The con-
ventional cutting technique produces
a chip with a considerable' difference
in thickness from the leading to trail-
ing flanks of the cutter, see Fig. 11.
This type of 'chip formation leads to
a "bummg back" 'of the leading
flanks, especially the leading flank
tooth tip of thecutter. That cutter
edge deterioration occurs long before
thetrai1ilng flanks and Itips show
signs of wear. The CCPcuUmg pro-
cess produces a chip, with a unif·onn
thickness and wear land frem the
leading to the trailing flanks of the
cutter. The CCP technique uses ex-
tr,emely high rO'tary feeds and
matching r-adial feeds Ito' suit the
workpiece and cuUer geometry ..This
more uniform chip thickness Iorraa-
Hon increases cutter life by as much
as 100% and reduces cutting time in
the range of 50% to 100%. Inaddi-
tion, better gear quality is achieved
with a superior surface finish. In
qui'tea few eases, subsequent
finishing operations such as shaving,
can be eliminated. (See Table I)

f. The CNC controller allows for a
programmable, constantly r'educing
radial infeed. Higher radial ilnleeds
can be tolerated whenthe cutter first
enters the workp~ace, i.e. the .first
cut, Chip loading is slight and iln-
creases progressively as the cutter
works its w.ay into the depth ..As the
'chip load increases, the radial infeed
is progressively reduced, The fadors
considered when cakulati1\g the
reduction in radial: infeed are
diametral pitch, pressure angle,
diameter of the workpiece, diameter
of the cutter and whether the' part is
an in't,ema] or externalgear,

G. Machine down time. wh ther it be
in a. transferllne situation, iii flexible
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Workpiece Machine Setting Conventional CCP

V VV V VV
No. of Teeth: 46

Normal module 4.2 DP 6mm Stro'kes per Minute 180 2x450 180 500

Helix Angle: 0° Cutting Speed __ rn/min 33 2 X 82 33 91

Face Width: 1.96" 50mm Rotary Feed _ mm/stroke 0.75 0.75/0.5 4.710 3.770
,

Material: CK45 Radial Feed __ mm/stroke 0.05 0.05/0.01 0.006 0.005

Tensile strength: 190-210 Brinel! Cutter life approx.15 parts approx. 36 parts

Cutter life Increased by more than 100 %

Workpiece Machine Setting Conventional CCP

"V "V "V "V "V"V
No. of Teeth: 46

Normal module 4.2 DP 6mm Strokes per Minute 180 2x450 180 500

Helix Angle: 0° Cutting Speed __ m/min , 33 2 x 82 33 91

Face Width: 1.96" 50mm Rotary Feed _ mm/stroke 0.5 0.5/0.5 4.710 3.770

Material: CK45 Radial Feed __ mm/stroke I 0.03 0.03/0.005 0.006 0.005

Tensile strength: 190-210 Brinell Cutting Time __ minutes 20.0 14.2

TABLE II

TWo production examples of gear shaping to preshave conditions:

ApPI'ox. 30 % Increue In output.

machining cell or a job shop, must
be avoided. Semiautomatic and fully
automatic cutter change techniques
have been developed to help reduce
idle items. Fig. 12A and 12B show
how a shaper cutter, mounted to an
adapter, is automatically clamped
concentric to the cutter spindle.
Concentricity is held to .0002 w or
better, This reduces cutter mounting
radial runout error and the part's ac-
cumulated pitch errors as the result
of that cutter runout. Cutter change,
because ,of a new setup or tool wear,
can be accomplished in a matter of
seconds, Fig. 13A and 138. The
CNC controls are programmed prior
to the cutter change, so that down
time is kept to a minimum. Anax-
ial moving cutter head slide or cut-

ter spindle (Z axis) is needed to
automatically compensate for the
new stroke height position. The in-
feed control (X axis) is needed to
automatically compensate for cutter
diameter change and the necessary
infeed depth change. Cutting tools
must be accurately measured after
sharpening to obtain new X and Z
axes tool eff-set positions. A special
measuring instrument is used to
make these measurements. Such a
measurement of the tool and elec-
tronic positioning of the X axis (in-
f,eed) slide to. an acurracy of +/ -
.000040·, assures the "holding of
size," i.e .. pin dimensions. It is not
necessary to verify size by making
an overpin dimension check after
each tool change.

The addition of a CNC gauging unit
at a station of an automatic part loading
and un]oading system enables the CNC
shaper to function fully independent of
operator attention ..This in-process gaug-
ing and compensation unit carries out the
following measurements and dictates re-
quired machine setting changes:
.• measures gear runout error
• average center distance error
• a trend calculation SPC

(statistical process control for,. let's
say, 10 partl) is established from the
measured values of the average cen-
ter distance. A new X axis radial
position is calculated from the
analyzed data, and the CNC shaper
control directs and sets the new X
axis position. If tolerances are still
exceeded, then a tool change can be
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De Motor
Cutter' Head

Slide
A.~ial Oisphcement

Eccentr-ic
Crank
Dr-i ve

Cuttel' ~10 Rolleylng
8ack-oft" Cam

DC Motor
Rotar'y Inrle)(

DC l.1otor'
Infeed

radiol

a!!!IiI, ..x

FIg. 10- Kinemat ic drawing of gear drive train of a CNC gear shaper,

CCP Conttorred' Cutltllg Process

Trail "'~ rl,,"~

Con'fMlIloN!l'IPI'_M;
O>,ps from lead,ng
~"d 1181hng ftani<s
dINer cons!Clerably III
'Ihaneu

'CCJO:
The drHerenc In Ihe
Ihlc~ness 01' chIPs 'rom
11'1 leading and, tr.,l'ng
'tan~s IS reduced

Fig. U -New .InfeedTechnique - CCP Controlled Cutting Process,

Fig. 12A - Automatic damping of cutter and
adapt, t to the cutter spindle.

iFig. 12B-Cutler adapter 'With ball cage for con-
centric location of cutter to cutter 'spindle.

called tor. 1f, after the tool change,
the prescribed tolerance is still ex.-
eeeded, the CNe controller can send
out a fault signal requesting opera-
tor/setup man assistance.

Measurements are made by means of
a ball-type probe plunged into a tooth
gap. Initial calibration of the measuring
head is done with a calibration master
gear, Measuring time per tooth is about
one second.

It is fashionable in manufacturing
discussions today 'to use theabbrev:ia.ti.on
Fl'v{C(flexible manufacturing cells) and
FMS (flexible machine systems). Those
abbreviations are also commonly used
with such comments as just-in-time
manufacturing (inventory), zero setup
time and autoloading of parts, fixtures
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J

1. eNC Gew Shopong "'tell,..
2. Shapw Cufter Wllh Miounl.!Jtg ~ ...
3. PiCk iI/'IO IPltal LOiI!d'It'Ann
• Culler SI<>r_ Magu .... RUl\i
5. .!lrive M"lor ·IorChango,
6 M~ri. R1rig rOt Wi;lfkpHltB

Fig. 13A &. B - Automatic cutter changing unitwith
storage for 3 cutters.

and tools, The conventional first and
second generation modern gear shaping
machines are, most likely, not suitable
for an FMS or FMC system. Many
manufacturers say the state-of-the-art
gear shaping machine is not ready for in-
stallation in an fMS or FMC manufac-
turing technique. Most certainly, the
third generation spindle relief CNC gear
shapers can, indeed, fuHiIl all design
parameters needed for installation in an
FMS and FMC applications, namely
because ofthei.r special fe.atures, i.e.:
• zero setup time - automatic

machine setup
- too] offset compensation
• fully automatic fixture change
- fully automatic tool change
-gear cutting flexibility - multiple

gear cuttings per setup, i.e. duster
gears

• integration of a CNC post process
gaugingunittothe CNC control of
the shaper

46 Gear Technology
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IRates: Classilied IDisplay-$100 per inch
(minimum 3 ") Type' wiUllbe sel to advertiser's
layout or Gear Technology will set type at no
extra charge. Word Count: 35 characters
per line, 7 lines per inch.

Payment: Full payment must accompany
classified ads. Mail copy to Gear Technology,
P.O'. Box 142,6. Elk Grove Village, IL 60007.
Agency Commission: No agency commis-
sion on classi,lieds.

HELP WANTED

IRegional Sa'les, Mana.ge:ment
Spiral Beve~ Gear Gen.erating Equipmen.t
Rapid Growth of Klingelnberg in U.S., has created an opportunity for an aggressive,.
self starter, experienoed in sales 01 gear generating ,equipment, testers, hob grinders
and retatee equipment. Individuals selected will have regional and major account
responsibility, and be headquartered in suburban Cleveland.

Compensation package negotla-.ble;includes salary, bonus
and the benefits you'd expect.

Letter and/or resume should be sent. to Mr. Ernst
Loffelmann, VIP-GM, Klingelnber'g Corp., 15200 Foltz
Industrial parkway, Strongsville. Ohio 44136.

~
KUNGELNBERG,

IMANUFACTURING
ENGINIEER

Cloyes 'Gear Company isa rapidly
expanding rnanutactue. ot precision
timing components for the automotive
industry. Our growth requires that we
seek a qualified manufacturing
engineer to' jo.il1lhe production staff
at our Arikansas ma_nufacturing facili-
ty. We are in nesdot an individual
with a minimum '01 3 to 5 years ex-
perience in production automation
equipment; this includes materials
transfer mechanisms, robotics, con-
veyors andautomatic Iloading and
unloading of production machinery.
Desired but not required secondary
skills include ,experience in produc-
tion heat treating, metallurgical skills,
high volume machiningl, GNG gear
hobbing, shavinQl. broaching -and
CNC turning. -
To be considered, please submit your
resume With sailary history in can-
fidencelo:

GOYES'

IOl:oyes Gear &. Products, Inc.
. P.O. Box Sl11
Willoughby, Ohio,44094

SALES IREPRESENTATIVE
GEAIR' IPRODUCTS

Aggressive super abrasive company
is seeking an individual to handle the
sales of gears and gear products to
a wide' variety of customers through·
outthe United States and Canada.
This lsa new position which offers an
outstandlnq opportunity for an ag-
,gressive sales professional who has
a good Iknowledge of gears and gear
equipment and is willing 10 travel ex-
tensively. Send resume including in-
come requirements to:

IDirector Human IResources
ABRASIVE TIECHINOLOGY, IINC.

7,099 Hlunlley Ad.
Columbus, OHi 43229

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ClosIng date:' Ads must be received by the'
251h 01' the month, two rnontns prior to
publication. Acce,plance: Publisher resef"1.les
the right 10 accept or reject classified adver·
tisements at his, discretion.

SUBCONTRACT WORK

Ther,e's stUI time . . .
cl:osing date for a classified ad
ill theJlan/lFeb is November
25th,

SPIRAL BEVEL
GEARS

Conillex bevels to 34" diameter
Protypeor production up to 60"

diameter
I 'Breakdown work - fast turnaround

Complete machining, heat treat,
lapping andlesting

CALL. US!

9&.1=1:MACHINING
PO Box 536

Sharon, TN 38255
1-800-238-0651
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G.EAR TOOTH GRINDING
& .HONING ONLY

Production Quantities
3/4" P,D. to 27.5" P.O.;
3.5 D.P. and i 1" Face

We have no tuming, floooing or
sha.J)ing capability

AtlLIEGHENY 'G.,EAR CORP'.
23 Dick Road

Depew. NY 14043,
f1;6-684-3811
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FINDING GEAR TEETH RATIOS ...
(continued from page 29)

Table II
Tooth Comblnallons 10 Provide a Gear Rallo

Of 5.17220 ± 0.000'11
(180:;; N 0:;;200)

than 200. This PIQ would then have to be treated by the
same method,

Twenty-one tooth ratios are left after duplicate gears and
those with more than 200 teeth are eliminated. These are
displayed in the second column of Table I in the form returned
to the main program by FACT. Column three is the rewrit-
ten form of these tooth ratios after multiplication factors have
been applied, so that no gear has fewer than 18 teeth and
after the PIQ factors have been rearranged into ascending
or descending order. According to the form described by (6),
it follows that gear ratio 1 in Table I represents a shorter gear
train. It has only three shafts. Gear 1 has 4S teeth and is on
shaft 1, the input shaft. It is in mesh with gear 2, with 24
teeth, mounted on shaft 2 .. Shaft 2 also holds gear 3, which
has 33 teeth and is in mesh with gear 4. Gear 4: has 21 teeth
and is mounted on shaft 3, the output shaft.

Rat,io
Number

IProgr1Jm Output
Ratio .

Tooth Er,ror
Combinat,ions (x 1!06)

Example 2
We will repeat the selection process used in Example I for

the ratio 5.17220 ± 0.0001. E will be divided into 100 and
113 intervals and the same criteria for the acceptable number
of teeth on each gear will be used.

The results for 100 subintervals are displayed in Table n.
Division into 113 subintervals provided only two more ratios,
as shown in Table m. As these two examples demonstrate,
the number of ratios obtained depends on both the input ratio
and on the number of subdivisions of the permissible error E.

Note that the maximum error in all three tables is 49 X
10-6.

Tabl'e III

Additional Toolh Comblna,llons Found
for R ",5.17.220 Using N = 1113

(18 .,.; N 0:;;200)

(11)(7J) 71 198
15151 18 151

2 (?2(41)(47) 4763123
37(24) (163) 1824 163

3
29 (173) 5B 173

352(5)97 20 97

4
5(7)103 70103

3417(41) 34 41

5
3(17)43 4351 54

30(23)(53) 182453

16 (2~(3:15!131 ) 1BO 131
1347(97) 97 47

7
(2J(3)37 96 148

1241'(67) 41 67

8
3(4)7(113) 105 1113

122(31)37 37 62

9'
(23)(5)199 40 1199

10(34)(19) 19 B1!

10 41(137) 123 137
92(3)181 18 1B1

11
{2ZH3)113(31) 482662

85(11)17 202234

12
2!17}197 3634197

05(7)37 182037

1'3
61(97) 61 97

3(2'1)(11)(13) 2644

14
6(117)53 10685

1616(37) 26 67

15
2(41)89 82178

1817(83) 34 83

1'6
(P)(19) 7649

21(.22)(32)5 3620

117 (22}(5)11(43) 55 172
2531(59) 31' 59

18
2(29)131 116 1:31

2613(113) 26 f13

19
2(13)149 3639 149

307(107) 1821 1:07

20 (2'l)(32)11 6499
44(52)(12) 2549

21
23(47) 4647
11(191

) 1922 49

---

Program Output
Ratio

if:ooth E'rror
Combinat,ions I(X 106)

48 Geartechnology

Ratio
Number

(25)5(61) 643061,
31---

3(17)37 341837

19(23), 67 7'636 134
312 --""""""'"11(179) 22 118179
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You can, with Mltsubishl's new GA-SertesGear Hobbers!
HeFt'S the reason why you can get

such a ronsistent aa:uracy over hours
of continuous running. To maintain
the thermal stability of the machine,
the hydraulic oil is maintained to a
constant temperature by a refrigerat·
ing unit and the unit is isolated from
the machine. The 36" wide 3-runway
bed and heavy duty ball screws also
plays a big role in maintaining high
accuracy.

Not only is the machine accurate
but also can withstand heavy duty cuts
due to tbe robust construction of the
machine and aD AC servo motor
driven direct hob drive mechanism. A
hydraulically controlled backlash
eliminator on the indexing table per·

MIT BISHI
HEAVYINDU TRIES. LTD. Mltsublshl Heavy Industrie. America, Inc.
!).t, MaIunouchI 2~, ChIyocSa-ku, ToIcyo, J8P11/1 873 Suprame DrIve. BenMfWIllIl, Il 80108 Phone: [3121 8Il1)..422O

cable AddreA: HISHIJU TOKYO

mits "reverse band conventional rut-
ting" wbicb gives 4 to 5 times more
cutter life on your tools.

Another prominent feature of the
machine is the conversational
"MENU" programming. Just key in
the gear and hob data and select the
type of material you are ROing to cuI.
The computer of the CNC will do the
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rest for you. No calculation of cutter
path or selection of cutting
parameters.

Needless to say, with a full CNC
machine, the changeover time can be
reduced to a maximum of 90".

These are only a part of what our
GA·series can do for you. For more
information, write 10 our Bensenville
office below or caJl, area code
312-860-4220 NOW!
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